Enrollment Policies

Fall and Spring Enrollment Policy
All fall and spring enrollment requests must be sent to math@unlv.edu from your student Rebelmail account for security and documentation purposes. (We do not give permissions in person or over the phone.) You must include the following information in your email: first and last name, NSHE#, Semester, section number and the permissions you are seeking (add, drop, etc.). All requests will be processed within 24-48 business hours.

Summer Enrollment Policy
All summer enrollment requests must be sent to math@unlv.edu from your student Rebelmail account for security and documentation purposes. (We do not give permissions in person or over the phone.) You must include the following information in your email: first and last name, NSHE#, Semester/Session, section number and the permissions you are seeking (add, drop, etc.). All requests will be processed within 24-48 business hours.

- All prerequisites must be completed prior to requesting permission into summer term courses. This means if you are planning on taking multiple sessions over the summer, you will not be able to take back-to-back sessions. Please see below for an example. You also will not be able to request permission into the new course until you have completed the prerequisite, or request that a seat be held for you for a later session. You will find the most up-to-date information on MyUNLV. Please review for information prior to contacting our department.
- The last day for permission into math classes for summer session I is the first day of class. The last day for permission into math classes for summer modular, summer session II, and summer session III is the second day of class. We will not allow enrollment after that date.
- Example: If you are enrolled in Math 126 during spring semester, you cannot enroll in summer I for Math 127. If you complete Math 126 with a C or higher, you are eligible for summer modular, summer II, or summer III to take Math 127.
- If you plan on taking Math 127 and Math 181 after Math 126 in the spring, your only option would be summer modular for Math 127 and summer III for Math 181 if you complete Math 127 with a C or higher.